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Thank you King Kyle and all the crew down in PA! Thank you King Sonny for an amazing report
unto God; just amazing! God bless you all that are down there in PA, also in Texas, and that join us
from around the world; we welcome you today.
Folks before we get to our Scripture I want to just quickly read out a quick list- later I may forget.
People should be in the know that in the last three to six months there have been about sixteen major
food processing plants in the US that have either blown up or have been burned to the ground. Some
of them include Taylor Farms in California, Azure Standard headquarters in Oregon, Walmart
distributor center in Indiana, Rio Fresh in Texas, East Conway Beef and Pork in New Hampshire,
Bonanza Meat in Texas, Cobb County Meat in Nebraska, Tyson plant in Alabama, Hot Pocket plants
in Arizona, Maid-Rite Steak Co in PA -that was actually Lackawanna county- and Wisconsin River
Meats.
This is obviously in the news, because right after Biden says that food shortages are coming, you have
all these major food processing plants burning. Folks, this is critical infrastructure. You understand?
This is not just like a planting season or some type of crop burning; this is a processing plant. If we
lose a crop this year for example, we can recover that the next; we can recover that probably in a year
or so. But if you hurt the infrastructure, the plants that process the foods, you have probably
anywhere from four to seven years to rebuild that infrastructure. Meanwhile there's World War III
coming closer and closer.
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This is not a joke, folks! So please, be prepared accordingly; get your storable rice that you can get
now. Many people in our community have already done that. A thousand pounds of rice went for like
a thousand bucks a couple of years ago. If you store it properly it can last years and years and years
and if nothing happened -which we believe will not be the case- you would still be able to eat that rice,
with canned beans and food; still eat it with your family. You’ll have it on site; you’ll have it before
you get the major food shortages which probably are coming to the US. We're talking about probable
food price increases of about 50% in the next six months or so, and probably quadruple in about a year.
If you think that food right now is expensive, then in about a year with this pattern continuing, the
estimates are that the price of food will increase about four times. So, folks, this is absolutely critical
that people who are awake and in God and are not Satan worshipers etc………….. (Audio cut)
….. (Russia) and they have given a warning and threat to the West that they are capable of taking out
entire civilizations with one shot (Audio cut) also the Russian military said that they would now take
Moldova. So folks, there's only escalation!
This is reality folks; this has serious consequences as studies show that about 70% of people will not
prepare, even though they have been preemptively warned about a WAR like in Ukraine OR even
tsunamis and natural disasters…… (Audio cut 4 mns)
……. Wow! God Almighty, Yahweh, the Creator! How come you're not hearing that in church? GOD
ALMIGHTY was the first WEAPONS’ PRODUCER in the history of mankind! How come you don't
hear about that? It's a fact! It’s a fact! That's the background of the Book of Chronicles. Let's go into it
now. Chapter 16 is quite a climax in the Book of Chronicles, and many people feel that it is kind of
dense. Chapter 16 is a tremendous climax with the reign of King David. So let's get into it from verse 1.

1 Chronicles 16: 1- 26
1 So they brought the ark of God, and set it in the midst of the tent that David had pitched for it: and they offered
burnt sacrifices and peace offerings before God.
2 And when David had made an end of offering the burnt offerings and the peace offerings, he blessed the people
in the name of the LORD.
Now remember, the burned offerings are for the sins of the community- the sins- and of course peace
offerings are to appease the wrath of God. REALLY it's not that He's angry; it means He's just. That's
what it means.
When Craig Sawyer as a Navy Seal and a pedophile hunter catches a pedophile, he's angry with that
pedophile's actions. Amen! He wants to prosecute him to the FULL power and extent of the law; that
is JUSTICE. He's not being angry because he can't control himself. No! He's angry because that person
has committed such EVIL against an innocent person, so there's a holy wrath and there's a holy anger
that exists there.
That's why God is angry against His people and He's angry against America. Why? Because we've
SINNED against Him folks; we've sinned against Him! As a country we've now killed 74 million
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babies in the womb. We've given our kids over to Baal; we've given them over to government schools
which train them to be the opposite of what God desires. Those are grave sins against God and this is
the kind of difference between burnt offerings and peace offerings.

3 And he dealt to every one of Israel, both man and woman, to every one a loaf of bread, and a good piece of flesh,
and a flagon of wine.
4 And he appointed certain of the Levites to minister before the ark of the LORD, and to record, and to thank and
PRAISE the LORD God of Israel:
5 Asaph the chief, and next to him Zechariah, Jeiel, and Shemiramoth, and Jehiel, and Mattithiah, and Eliab, and
Benaiah, and Obededom: and Jeiel with psalteries and with harps; but Asaph made a sound with cymbals;
6 Benaiah also and Jahaziel the priests with trumpets continually before the ark of the covenant of God.
7 Then on that day David delivered first this psalm to thank the LORD into the hand of Asaph and his brethren.
So now he's delivering the psalms, and notice there are cymbals, there's a whole orchestra; there's
music. See, the Kingdom of God folks, will produce tremendous amounts of art and music, but it will
not be art and music where you're worshiping yourself, worshiping your inner deviance, your inner
desire to sin, to want to be ANATHEMA against God.

Modern art
This is what you see in the modern artistic world which is so filled with debauchery and so filled with
lack of substance. They can't look at the Michelangelo's and the incredible artworks of the past classic
fine arts. No, everything has to be ugly, everything has to be wretched; everything has to be
destroying. That's why they like making pictures of Jesus with feces, for example, and they call that
modern art in the New York Museum of Modern Art. These people are crazy! They have a toilet that
sits there in the middle of a room and that is supposed to be art! This is just SO RIDICULOUS!
Literally, they have a famous “artist” paint NOTHING on a white canvas, and he sells it for a
thousand dollars. It's just so pathetic! It's a brainwashing cult, folks; that's what it is. It's so ridiculous;
it requires absolutely no skill.
Whereas if you actually do classic fine art, do you know how much unbelievable skill that requires? In
the portrait art for example where you're actually trying to emulate reality it has unbelievable
difficulties, because you're trying to copy and emulate something real. You have these modern artists
that think they're so cool, like these people carving pentagrams. But anything that they promote as
creativity, avant-garde, being new and fresh, it always leads to Devil worship; isn't that funny? It
always leads to in the beginning nudes and more and more debauched things and then it leads more
and more to actual Satanism. And that's supposed to be avant-garde and supposed to be creative?
That's the most ancient, despicable, disgusting, debased form of art that existed pre-ancient times.
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There's nothing new about Marina Abramowicz; she's a COPYCAT of ancient, despicable, disgusting,
dead cultures. That's what she is! There's nothing modern or avant-garde about her no matter how
much the Sun or the New York Times or the Herald try to praise her, and Hillary Clinton and Obama
in her parties where she's spilling menstrual blood on the walls writing disgusting things. These
people are crazy! These people are insane, folks. Or in some of her Hollywood parties where she has
little mannequins that look like women or men made out of cake, and they're cutting this body up and
eating it and hehehe, laughing about it as if it was funny. You are doing a mock CANNIBALISTIC
ritual, you crazy lunatics! You think that's avant-garde; you think that's trendy and creative? That's
not creative; that's IDIOTIC! It's SUICIDAL, and a civilization that goes for that type of ridiculous
DEBAUCHED art and culture WILL die and will commit suicide; which is the reason why this
country is committing suicide.

How the US and China are preparing
We have people in the White House right now that are literally sending our country into World War
III! You understand it folks? We are sending our STRATEGIC oil reserves TO the Ukraine! Hello,
they're called “strategic oil reserves” because if something bad should happen, we are supposed to
use them. Why are you sending that specific reserve AWAY to a different country? They're also
sending all our traveling missiles and our ammunition to where? Ukraine! They're pushing it through
NATO, now into Poland. BILLIONS of dollars, folks! BILLIONS of dollars of ammunition, BILLIONS
of dollars of weaponry; BILLIONS of dollars of missiles! They're DEPLETING our strategic
storehouses, so we have a weaker anti-tank, anti-aircraft missile defense system. YOU would NEVER
do this! We're on the verge of World War III, one Superpower is now fighting another Superpower
and they admitted that on Russian news. Biden is sucking us in with no congressional approval or
nothing like that. Nothing, no vote; just pushing us STRAIGHT into World War III!
Meanwhile the Communist Chinese are sitting there saying, “Oh good! VERY good! You Americans, go
fight; go fight Russia!” Weakening America! That's what they're doing; “Weaken him, make him fight
Russia! Weaken him! Weaken him!” Meanwhile China is quietly waiting. You understand folks? Last
month the nation of Taiwan handed out booklets and pamphlets to every single one of the citizens,
alerting them in a survival handbook of “what to do when China takes over and we have war with China.”
That's Taiwan; that was already distributed last month, but it was not reported.
Two days ago the media broadcasted something by mistake; in the morning the Taiwanese people
woke up and on the news it said, “China is bombing our harbors!” They said, “WHAT?” The Taiwanese
people freaked OUT, calling into the station, “What the heck is going on? China's attacking?” It turned
out it was pre-prepared talking points that were by mistake put out on the news. What does this mean?
That the media in Taiwan already has CCP talking points; they've already been infiltrated by the CCP
and they have videos showing how when China takes it over, in the end it will be for the benefit of
Taiwan.
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Can you imagine waking up and turning on the TV or the internet and seeing, “Whoa? The Chinese are
BOMBING our harbors?” Taiwan is tiny; it’s not a big thing, folks. It's a tiny little country. Can you
imagine the unbelievable fear those people must have felt just TWO days ago? And the Western
media has been silent; you heard nothing about it.
China has shut down all of Shanghai. That's 28 MILLION - MILLION- people, folks! What is that?
That's more than three times the size of New York. Those peaceful people are all in PRISON; many of
them jumping and committing suicide. We could witness that.
At least one guy was smart. One guy who was trapped up there in a Shanghai apartment complex he
had a drone and he used his drone to go FISHING. Did you hear about this? He used his drone; there
was a pond and he went with a fishing hook set. Can you believe it? This guy's smart! This guy, he's in
the 30%! He sent his drone and caught fish from the city park; caught fish and brought it back up.
Now see, that's a smart guy; he's smart. He got to feed his family. He’s not going to wait on the
freaking government bureaucrats that allow one person per HUMONGOUS apartment complex; ONE
person at a time can go shopping. ONE person! Meanwhile they're shutting down the doors, welding
them shut, and all this kind of craziness.
Of course you know Shanghai is a major manufacturing plant. You know how many major
conglomerates are there for the worldwide distribution? It's going to SMASH the supply lines.
But even in all that, there are still smart people that are using the tools that they have, and they're
improvising to overcome. God bless that kind of spirit! That kind of spirit folks, that kind of
entrepreneurial pioneering survival instinct, healthy alpha male and alpha female spirit is what kept
humanity alive beyond the Behemoths and the bears and the tigers and the saber-tooth tigers, and all
those different prehistoric monsters, but also beyond the most dangerous one which walks around on
two feet and is bad. We are in a lot of trouble folks, a lot of trouble!

Remember who you are!
But let's go back to 1 Chronicles 16 here. Now, remember: they're building the temple and he's talking
about David.
7 Then on that day David delivered first this psalm to thank the LORD into the hand of Asaph and his brethren.
8 Give thanks unto the LORD, call upon his name, make known his deeds among the people.
9 Sing unto him, sing psalms unto him, talk ye of all his wondrous works.
10 Glory ye in his holy name: let the heart of them rejoice that seek the LORD.
11 Seek the LORD and his strength, seek his face continually.
12 Remember his marvellous works that he hath done, his wonders, and the judgments of his mouth;
13 O ye seed of Israel his servant, ye children of Jacob, his chosen ones.
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He gives ten different types of commandments there about how to praise God, how to remember God,
how to remember His marvelous works, and to remember who you are. What does he say? You're the
chosen ones. You are chosen; you are set apart from the world, even though you have nothing now
and you're now in a desert wasteland. You've been slaves for so many years under Babylon and its
satanic cults and now you are this tiny little remnant, and you're supposed to reconstruct your
civilization. You're supposed to build your civilization back; yet you don't know who you are? You're
culturally Babylonian, you're culturally Persian, you're culturally into their Hollywood and into their
goddesses and their glitz and glamour and their cults and all that.
But he's saying, “No, no, no! I'm going to tell you the story. I’m going to tell you about this King David. After
he defeated all his foes and subdued them, what did he do? He came back and he made the temple. What did he do?
He came back and he PRAISED God; he praised God and His teaching.”
Through this, remember how to PRAISE God! Remember how to give THANKS! Get out of this
Babylonian victim mentality, “We can't do anything. We were better off in Egypt; we were better off in
Babylon!” GET OUT of this victim mentality! GET OUT of that crap!
And remember WHO YOU ARE! You're not just some LOSERS walking around, or some kind of
advanced bipeds walking around! NO! You have a PURPOSE! For the CREATOR of the universe! Not
for some local deity, not some deity of a little hill! No! The Creator of the UNIVERSE has CHOSEN
you! You have to REMEMBER who you are and what your PURPOSE is, because if you don't know
THAT, your civilization won't EXIST- if you can't FRAME it and CONTEXTUALIZE it in anything
other than materialism and wealth which will then of course lead to hedonism and COLLAPSE from
licentiousness and evil sexual immorality.
So REMEMBER who you are! You are the CHOSEN ones and you were brought out of captivity
BEFORE and now you are brought out again by the Holy God whom you praise. But also remember
His marvelous works, and remember His WORD!

America’s got to go back to God
What does it mean? What does it mean: “America's got to get back to God?” You hear that a lot; the
Republicans say: “America's got to get back to God!” They don't even know what it means when they
say that! What does that even mean?
You're talking about raising church attendance. What kind of churches? There are now LGBT
churches - total antithesis to what God teaches. So, you consider that a church? You want to increase
that church? Well, you got all the lefties in all the cities, they got THOUSANDS now going to those
crazy satanic places called “churches” that are masquerading as Jesus’ churches! That's not going to
prove anything! That's going to continue us down the hill to hell where we are descending currently.
Folks, what does it mean that America's got to get back to God? What are those new trendy churches
that are coming up in all the leftist areas where they say, “Oh, we believe in a Queer God.” Duke
University! This is trending all over the internet. It's breaking the dang internet because in DUKE
School of Divinity some crazed girl comes up, “Oh yes, we bless you in the name of a Queer God.”
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https://juicyecumenism.com/2022/04/05/queer-god-duke-divinity/
WHAAAT! If you've ever heard of BLASPHEMY, this is the most blasphemous thing you could do:
making GOD the ABOMINATION that He TELLS you about in the Scripture!
You got all these little trendy, little brainwashed children: they've been brainwashed since five years
old in government schools all the way up to college; now that's like 20 years of brainwashing. 20 years!
You might as well be a slave to North Korea. You’re acting the same way; you're pushing the SAME
things! Talking about, “May the Holy Trinity and the Queer God love you!” WHAT are you talking about,
you just CRAZY lunatics? What a DEFECATING mouth! Unbelievable, folks; but this is the state we're
in.
Sinners saved by grace
So what do you mean: We got to make America godly again? What the heck does that mean? We
talked about it last week.
What is the critical thing in our relationship with God?
#1: We recognize we are sinners saved by grace; we are not God.
Now, why is that important? In psychology that's called having self-reflection. You're able to look at
yourself and say, “Wow! I'm not perfect.” What an incredible revelation, right! (Laughing) It shouldn't
be that hard to see that! “Well, yeah, oh my Gosh! I do have sin. I do harm the heart of God; knowingly and
sometimes unknowingly. Wow! I need to say ‘sorry.’ I need to ‘metanoia’ turn away from that. I need to turn
myself back onto God. I got to seek the higher power of God. I can't do this by myself alone.”
You see what that does folks?
What does that do on the individual level? Obviously it transforms our lives individually.
What does it do on the family level? It allows us to be better husbands, better wives.
Why? Because we're not always gloating over each other, “I'm the perfect one; you're always the bad one.
I'm the victim.” That kind of crazy crap! No, we do something wrong we can admit it. Why? Because
we're sinners saved by grace, “God loves you; I made a mistake. I don't deserve God's love but He gave it to
me, and because of the power of that love I can change.” That's a husband talking to his wife; that's a wife
talking to her husband - males and females.
In the modern western world the females have become untouchable; they can't be criticized AT ALL!
They've become so weak, so they need to be boasted up and propped up on pedestals, and told that
they're perfect, that they're goddesses. No, you're NOT! You're SINNERS, just like MEN are! That's the
truth. Women are sinners too, and they need repentance and they need grace and they need GOD, to
make them into what God has created them to be. Amen! A godly woman knows that; of course
everybody listening to this knows this.

Triggered
But you understand how this TRIGGERS! It TRIGGERS! Look at all these CRAZED children
brainwashed on feminazism and LGBTQ AI IC… or whatever it is now! They take CRITICISM! They
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can't be told that their ideas don't even make sense. They get TRIGGERED and have TEMPER
TENDRUM and SHOUT and SCREAM and HOLLER, and literally have HOWLING sessions to
relieve their stress. You understand folks, how crazy this is on college campuses? They literally have
HOWLING sessions! Do you understand? I'm not making this up; they literally have howling sessions.
See, this is what happens.
Our brother Sose the Ghost on his channel https://sosetheghost.com/ is responding to Tick-Tock and
there is this guy all in makeup with a mustache on, this overweight male saying, “Do you know how
traumatizing it is? Have you ever been faced with fat shame? They don't make seats big enough to sustain my
weight!”The idea that every establishment has to make seats that can hold 800 pounds for YOUR
comfort is ABSURD! The universe doesn't revolve around YOU! Do you understand folks? Do you
understand how CRAZY this is?
How will that type of people be in the manufacturing plants if things escalate and World War III
breaks out? How are those kids going to be working? They only want the government check, they
only want the free stimulus bill; they only want the Covid bill, the virus bill. They want their free
check. They don't really want to WORK; they think they're so entitled. And they're so weak they can't
even have a normal work ethic! WHAT do you think is going to happen to that kind of population?
What's all this crazy talking about identity? “It's my identity; it’s my identity!”You see what I'm saying?
You see what he's saying? You forgot who you are; you forgot.
Let me tell you something; that's why Chronicles was written. He's telling, “You people have forgotten
who you are!” Let's get back to it

Who you are
13 O ye seed of Israel his servant, ye children of Jacob, his chosen ones.
14 He is the LORD our God; his judgments are in all the earth.
Not just some stupid this or that identity or gender that you decide you are; some emotional havoc
that you are. No! You have a cosmic purpose; you're created by the architect of the universe. Just go
out at night with your night vision on and look at the beautiful stars. With the normal naked eye, by
the way, you cannot see all the stars. Put your night vision on, folks, and look at the stars; you'll be
shocked. There are about ten times more stars than you thought; the WHOLE sky is packed with stars
that you cannot see with the naked eye. All godly people should have night vision, so when you have
your NODs (Night Optical Devices) on, you look up, “Oh! My Lord” and you worship God at night
with the green eyes on!
But the point is: you're looking at ALL that incredible universe, and you say, “Wow! That incredible
immense universe with BILLIONS of stars, and BILLIONS of planets rotating around this planet, that's from
the Creator of the universe!”
The cosmic wave radiation has been studied on multiple satellites orbiting around the earth, and all
have shown that the cosmic background radiation literally revolves around the earth. Let me say it
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again: the cosmic background wave radiation, folks, literally revolves around the EARTH! WHAT?
This is of course baffling the scientists because they believe what? We're just one of MANY lifesustaining planets. We're not SPECIAL! We're just one of many. There's no creator, there’s no God;
we're not special.
But why, every time you send out satellites to do study on the background radiation of the universe in 2004 they sent one out, in 2008 and I believe another one in 2013-14 - every single time they get the
same readings: the cosmic background radiation revolves around the earth. Holy Shmita! Are you
kidding me? Are you kidding me?
That clearly shows design! CLEARLY! We're not a random thing, out there RADOMLY! The whole
universe is shaped around us! Come on folks, give me a break. That's why science is in trouble
because the more they study the universe the more they realize, “Whoa! God’s fingerprints, this Fibonacci
equation is EVERYWHERE in this place!” Yeah, because there's a Creator that created this, and He hates
sin and He's alive and He knows you and He created you and He wants you to come to Him.
But because of the hardness of our hearts, because of sin, the delightfulness and the lavishness of sin,
we want to run away; we want to play. We don't want to man up - woman up and stand with God
and be adults and save humanity as His hands and feet. No, no! We just want to continue to play
video games. We want to continue to watch pornos and women pornos with Korean dramas and just
watch TV dramas and just watch Netflix, even though it's collapsing and Disney's collapsing. Praise
God! Hallelujah! Those are great things to be collapsing.
But folks, just remember who you are right. David he's doing something very important; he's
reminding us who we are.

That was God!
15 Be ye mindful always of his covenant; the word which he commanded to a thousand generations;
16 Even of the covenant which he made with Abraham, and of his oath unto Isaac;
17 And hath confirmed the same to Jacob for a law, and to Israel for an everlasting covenant,
18 Saying, Unto thee will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of your inheritance;
19 When ye were but few, even a few, and strangers in it.
20 And when they went from nation to nation, and from one kingdom to another people;
21 He suffered no man to do them wrong: yea, he reproved kings for their sakes,
22 Saying, Touch not mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm.
Remember all those times, those slippery situations where you all got out; when you were slaves and
you somehow got out and survived as a people!
Remember that? Remember? That was God; that was Yahweh.
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Remember all those times where suddenly a king like Cyrus said, “Hey, you know what? I'm going to
give you some grace. You guys can go back to your home and I'll help you rebuild your temple.”
WHAT? What did he just say? What did he just say? Where did THAT come from? Can you imagine,
folks, at that time: “WHAT did he say?”
But remember right now: that was God.

Wisdom
23 Sing unto the LORD, all the earth; shew forth from day to day his salvation.
24 Declare his glory among the heathen; his marvellous works among all nations.
25 For great is the LORD, and greatly to be praised: he also is to be feared above all gods.

Wow! Wow! The Bible Project is a big Christian animation company; they make incredibly high level way better than Disney- animation about the Bible. https://bibleproject.com/
They do all these projects; they have one on each book of the Bible etc.
They had this whole podcast that the Queen was listening to the other day; they were studying sophia
or wisdom that is talked about in Proverbs. One of God's characteristics is wisdom and it's
represented anthropomorphically as a woman, and this woman is juxtaposed to a foolish woman that
is like a slut and an adulteress. But the wise woman is connecting to God and one of God's
characteristics is what? It is this wisdom which in the Hebrew Bible is reported and is expressed as a
wise woman. It doesn't mean there's a goddess sitting there next to God! No, no, no! It's His
characteristic but it's described in feminine terms. In the Principle for example Father talks about the
dual characteristics of God; that God is primary masculine but also has feminine characteristics, and
that we're male and female made in His image.
So the point is: One of the characteristics of God is wisdom, and this wisdom is also tied to what?
When you're WISE to the nature of reality, WISE to how the Creator has structured reality, you can
make decisions which prosper you. Why? Because you are not PURPOSELY trying to jump into
illusion; you are PURPOSELY trying to align yourself with how the Creator structured your reality.
You don't get to make the reality. You don't get to decide your gender species, you don't get to decide
your dragon species; you don't get to decide what type you are of that and that. No! You don't get to
decide the weight of the atom or the weight of the proton; you don’t get to decide the speed of gravity
or the weak force, and all those kinds of things! NO!
GOD decides those constant conditions of the universe! HE decides, and when you align with the
reality you realize that, “In this universe if I jumped off a cliff, gravity would pull me down and I would die.
Splash! I would become a little jelly on the ground.”Are you with me? Then you “don't test the Lord your
God.” Satan said to Jesus, “Jump DOWN from this place and the angels shall surely save you!” But Jesus
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knows; he's in LINE with the nature of reality. He is God in the flesh; he knows the nature of reality so
he's not going to fall into that stupid trap.
When you're aligned with reality you have wisdom, and you understand that there is reality, there is
architecture and that every action has consequences; that there's equal and opposite reaction, etc, and
you behave in a way which is different. If you BELIEVE you can construct all reality and you
BELIEVE that just by thinking you can MANIFEST power and MANIFEST things to pop up, well not
only is that lazy and easy, but you simply don't have that power.
It's like the person who studies Tai Chi Chuan, “I will manifest the mists and I'll move the clouds, and I'm
going to shoot them at you.” And then the MMA fighter comes up and just goes “Boom!” And that guy
goes down. One is tied into reality; one is tied into La La Land.
So when you tie into reality, tie into the nature of the universe and understand that the Creator God
has created that, it makes you appreciate Him more; it makes you what? WISE! Wisdom is described
as “The fear of the LORD is the beginning of all wisdom” (Proverbs 9:10)
You begin to have a deep fear and reverence of God.
How MARVELOUS He is,
How AWSOME He is,
How VAST He is,
How POWERFUL He is!
And He loves a sinner like ME? Oh my God! WHAT? He's called me; He's CHOSEN me for this time
in history.
WHAT? I have been told by science that I'm a speck of dust a nasty little evolved protoplasm that's
really cascading through the endless facetime continuum of infinite regress. Give me a BREAK! You
have less worth than a speck of dust! If you take the human body and reduce it into its elemental parts
of carbon, nitrogen, etc, apparently they estimate it comes to about $24. $24! Is that your WORTH? Is it
the material substance of the body that is the same as in this rock that IS the value of a human being?
Well, the atheist and the Satanists they say, “YES!”And that's why they think you're ANIMALS.
That's why they want to HURT you and that's why they want to put you on infinite lockdown on
DEMAND, and STUFF you into cities where they can control you and control you with all these little
internet boxes that can be shut off in a second! By the way, most of the vehicles in the modern day, as
we see according to Biden’s transportation plan, can also be shut off by the federal government and be
tracked of course and even vehicles up to 15 years prior have those chips in them. So it might be good
if you have older vehicles, and it might also be good to have some older motorcycles. Especially with
the rising gas prices, it may not be a bad way to start learning how to use some of the older vehicles,
and learn how to transport yourself more affordably. Just saying!
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Beyond the Garden of Eden
25 For great is the LORD, and greatly to be praised: he also is to be feared above all gods.
26 For all the gods of the people are idols: but the Lord made the heavens.
Folk, you see? It's from the Garden of Eden, isn’t it? God said to Adam and Eve, “My children if you eat
of the fruit of that tree you shall surely die.”He said, “I want you to trust me. I've given you everything; you
didn't deserve any of it. I have created this WHOLE beautiful paradise for you, provided for you; I've given you
all this knowledge, given you all this freedom. So just listen, just be patient; be wise. Don't eat of that fruit!
There's a time for that; you'll have that later. There will be time for that but not now.”
And what did Satan do? He came slithering up; he went to the girl and said,
“Girl! No!”
- “What do you say?”
“No, you're not going to die! You're not going to die. Come on! You're not going to die. Your eyes will be open;
you will be as gods.”
It is right there folks, in the Bible!
Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook and Metaverse, they are trying to paint all this disgusting dystopian
future for us and may FORCE us into it; they're trying to sell it to you saying, “You will be able to create
your universe, you will be able to create your Facebook page and you'll be this incredible avatar. You could be a
DRAGON in the Metaverse and people all have to address you as “Mr. Dragon” if you want; they'll have to do
business with you.” You don't even have to work out, you don't have to lift a weight, you don't have to
go fight somebody; you don't have to earn anything. All you have to do is just LISTEN to Mark
Zuckerberg's orders and Xi Jinping and the Chicoms - who he's in bed with, by the way.
All you have to do is be a good little boy to YOUR god which is the government.
All you have to do is just
-gratefully receive your stimulus check,
-gratefully receive your Covid check
-gratefully receive your lockdown check
-gratefully receive your transportation bill check
-gratefully receive your “Build Back Better” check; which of course is fake money. They're just
printing it and giving you nothing.
Meanwhile at the same time they say that now we're escalating things in Russia, just when Putin has
had an immense victory. People in the West don't get it: when the Ukraine blew up that Moskva
battleship, the western world said, “YEH! We gave it to Russia!”But guess who else was celebrating?
Putin was saying, “YEH! Vodka for everybody!” He was so happy. Why? Because he turned national
opinion around; EVERYBODY in Russia is now supporting war. He blew up ONE ship and now 75%
of all Russians – a new poll shows- SUPPORT a NEW WAR with Poland! YEAH! Isn't that great?
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He just did a massive turn around in public opinion with that little explosion of the Moskva. Did you
know that? Isn't that interesting, folks?
Meanwhile the brain-dead lunatics in the West are proclaiming, “Oh, it was such a crushing victory!”
Are you crazy? You just gave PUTIN the ammunition to now get ALL the Russians on board, and
now he's the most popular dictator ever. The national sentiment is now, “WAR! WAR! WAR!”
GREAT JOB, NATO! Thank you for CASCADING us into the depth of a recession with World War III
coming now, RACING at us! And Russia's announced that they're now going to take MOLDOVA!
GREAT JOB! It's frustrating, folks! People get into propaganda so fast; it's like ridiculous. It's very
frustrating; very, very, frustrating!
While we were celebrating we didn't know Putin was also celebrating and we didn't know Xi Jinping
was sitting there, Mr. Winnie the Pooh sitting there, just laughing as his 100 million men army. He’s
just LAUGHING at what they're doing to our “woke” military, making transgender girls do makeup.
Oh, are you kidding me? All this kind of stuff: teaching TRANSGENDERISM, doing gender
reassignment surgery PAID for it by tax payers! Are you kidding me folks? We are a JOKE!
We haven't won a war since World War II; hundreds of thousands of our kids have gone over to die as
the elites have just got richer and richer, and the economy has plunged deeper and deeper in our
nation.
And don't forget that Biden, just - oh by chance- announced the date of invasion: May 28th. He's going
to get rid of Title42 and allow EVERYBODY to POUR in! What a great announcement to the world! It
comes at a great time. While China's getting ready for World War III and while Russia is starting
World War III with the US and NATO, let's just announce: “We're going to open the border and not turn
you away,” and the date of the invasion:”Hey! It'll be May 28th.”
If you're a jihadi, if you're somebody who wants death to America, hey, Biden has just announced: on
5/28 he’s going to let you in!
That's NOT really what a nation does that is preparing for the REALITY of the war that they're
creating, and dealing with the massive food shortages, and the massive Fentanyl that's been produced
by Chinese chemists through MS-13 and the Mexican cartels and shipped up through into AMERICA!
We are under attack FULL spectrum folks, on all fronts; 360 degrees, up, down, left, right. You name it.
See, usually the leaders of a country kind of want that country to survive. For example Putin is a bad
guy but he wants Russian civilization to survive. Xi Jinping is a bad guy but he wants Chinese
civilization to survive. WE have PEOPLE that are leading this country who want this country DEAD!
Do you understand folks, how dangerous that is?
Trump was FOOLISH! He was foolish enough to give it to them. That was his biggest sin! Lord, have
mercy! He should have NEVER given it over to the Commies; we're now entering World War III
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because of that CRAZY decision. He had all the legal rights to stop those riots and to stand in office
and call for election integrity and make the report on it.

You are a chosen person
So, it's a crazy time, folks; crazy time. In all that craziness what can you do? Well if you have wisdom,
you can have the fear of the Lord. #1! Absolutely important! If you don't know God you can repent of
your sins, give your life to Him. Human will and human actions in this unstable world is not going to
give you the way. It's going to be God. You put your faith in Him, you read His word and the Holy
Spirit will talk to you. He will raise you up and you will remember who you are, and who’s you are.
You will remember that you are a chosen person and as a chosen person you're not supposed to just
sit around, eat Doritos chips and watch sitcoms, and wear your little skinny jeans at church. I don't
know how these guys wear these freaking jeans; it is crazy. We might as well wear leggings to church,
okay; it's ridiculous. Are you kidding me? How are you going to have your trauma kit or your pistol
on those leggings jeans? (Laughing) Just saying it! Golly!
Do you know that in 1986 the average male handshake was 114 pounds per square inch? Did you
know that the average woman handshake in 1986 was I believe 86 pounds per square inch? So there
was a big difference in 1986. Fast forward now 2022: the average woman's handshake has gone from
about 86 pounds per square inch to 108! In a handshake woman are now squeezing at 108 pounds per
square inch. Men were 114 in 1986 and now they're at 96; their shaking is more LIMP-WRISTED than
girls! Do you understand?
And that's not everything! I get it, but it SHOWS a whole generation of men with no balls and
testicular fortitude! NO PRIDE about being a man! That's PATHETIC what the modern male has
become! What a JOKE! You've been raised up in government schools where 80% plus of the teachers
are female, and you might only see one or two alpha males a day on campus. So males don't know
any longer what it is to be men; they're shaking hands like little girls, “Oh, hello! Yes!” And that’s how
you first introduce yourself.
I remember my 10th grade high school teacher; he was a singer or something like that but he was a
history teacher, and he taught all the males in that class: “Shake hands with FIRM grip! No death grip but
FIRM. Let the man know you’re a man of your word, and let him know that you're serious about doing business,
etc.”A male teacher would actually teach you that, and he’d say, “Here, shake my hand,” and you’d
shake it. And he’d say, “No, no, come on! Give it to me!”He'd make you do it. But now you will hardly
find a male teacher with a beard; that's very rare now. You'll probably find more male teachers now
with lip gloss and painted nails, or something like that. Give me a BREAK, folks!
China and Russia are laughing. And we're now wanting to go toe-to-toe, thermonuclear war, all-out
Sarmat missiles: “Let's go!” Are you crazy? Are you kidding me? We're TOTALLY indebted to them!
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They hold 80% of our harbors on the West coast, they hold the majority of our manufacturing; it's all
made in China - prescription drug 90%, etc.
Big trouble; big trouble folks, on the horizon. Only fools, only fools who have no relation with God
and just worship themselves cannot see the clouds and want to be the ostrich that put their head in the
ground, “No, no, no! Happy thoughts! Happy thoughts! Happy thoughts!” Kaboom! Kaboom! Kaboom!
That'll change your happy thoughts pretty quickly.
So, in this incredible state of affairs what must we do?
*We got to help people wake up, folks.
*We got to help secure and protect our local areas as Queen Annastasia and all the folks are doing in
PA, and as here more and more folks are helping the local folks and the leadership here et cetera.
*We got to help wake people up, get them into the Kingdom mentality, get them out of the
brainwashing and all the propaganda.
*We got to let them see the light of God so they can tap into what God has given to them. Lead them
away from sin and pleasure and Netflix and entertainment, into serious things like preserving life,
protecting the weak, TRAINING up the next generation to be strong men and women; critical things
like that that MAINTAIN civilization through time!
But, no, no, we're taught to do the opposite: commit suicide culturally, commit suicide maritally,
commit suicide familially, commit suicide intergenerationally, and commit suicide CULTURALLY!
Commit suicide militarily, economically! We're doing all of it, folks!

Some good news
So, we've got to get back to God. What is that? What does that mean:”We've got to get back to God?”
We got to get serious about who made the universe and who made us.
We got to get serious about helping save people.
We got to get serious about getting them into the Kingdom because we need more kings and priests.
As these tyrants from China and Russia are coming and World War III is looming overhead, we need
more of God’s kings and priests, folks, to rise up and to stand and hold the line, and to protect not
only themselves and their families and their loved ones, but also protect humanity.
There is good news: CNN plus tried to release their 300 million dollar investment into a new
streaming program and it failed MISERABLY. It only had about 10,000 subscribers; CNN has 5,000
employees, so you know they were their employees and their spouses and their children. NOBODY
signed up for that! Everything they do is failing. Netflix? People are now waking up to the wokeness.
You start doing “Jesus is gay,” and normal people are not going to watch that anymore. You start
glorifying Jesus as gay? You, disgusting BLASPHEMER!
I wonder why they don't do that with Mohammad. How come they don't celebrate Mohammed as gay?
They don't make a Netflix show about gay Mohammad but they do that with Jesus and that's just fine!
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Disney and their PEDOPHILES in there are now crashing that ship; De Santis is now putting the taxes
on them again! Praise the Lord!
See the things here folks? This is what they don't realize: there are more of us than there are of them.
So even though they have all these plans and machinations and even though they think they're the
most brilliant people and they’re Satan’s blessings to this world, they are nothing but empty shells.
They are only dead machines that have given themselves over to Satan, and have no future, no
progeny; no children. They don't even believe in marriage; they don't believe in having kids.
But meanwhile people are waking up; people are waking up to the propaganda. People are realizing,
“Hey!
I got to protect my children.
I'm going to home school.
I'm going to teach them how to shoot and do martial arts and do Jiu-Jitsu.
I'm going to teach them how to become protectors.
I'm going to teach them how to eat healthy non-GMO foods, and grow their own gardens and train them to ride
ATVs and motorcycles and
I’m going to train them.”
You see the civilization has now become very different. The government has brainwashed whole
generations, and the next generation of humans that are coming out, they can't even tell what gender
they are. They're confused. They want to be trans, they want to be interspecies; they want to be
different things. They're getting triggered because establishments won't make 800- pound capable
chairs. They think they're under traumatic attack if they have to walk up a flight of stairs and when
the government doesn’t give them their stipend and their check. That civilization is bound to die; it's
bound to be destroyed. We don't want that obviously; these are also people.

America, remember who you are!
For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life. (John 3:16)
We want these people to be saved. We want them to turn away from this wickedness, from this
hedonism, from this pleasure- seeking low- level existence to an existence where they know who they
are, or where they can identify not as some made-up species or some kind of thing based on their
emotions. No, they can identify in the way that GOD identifies them.
To be the man, be the woman that God made you to be, and
To be the one that protects civilization
To be the one that want to protect humanity
To be the one that helps be the hands and feet of God, so that His salvation can rule and reign and
have resurrection power for the next generation.
See, that's what is not in their meticulous machinations and their plans. They never took account for
the God equation, the God element because they don't believe He exists. But HE DOES, and He rules
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and He stands with us and He grows within us, and we and our will and our power all united stand
against the wickedness and the evil and the TYRANNY that they're trying to push our way. And yes,
they may feel strong, but the Devil is always the weakest when he seems the strongest; that's when
he's puffing and huffing and puffing the most because he can be easily stopped and crushed with us.
And if humanity realizes that and if humanity realizes, “Wow, we're not as weak as they told us; we're not
as weak. Maybe I should start eating healthy; maybe I should work out. Working out is not a sign of toxic
masculinity, but working out actually helps my body, helps me be stronger, think better; helps me look better for
my wife and a wife for her husband, and lead my children better physically, mentally, psychologically,
spiritually, cetera.”
Then, empowering yourselves to be capable citizens; citizens that are healthy, strong, CAPABLE, and
that have the Rod of Iron power; citizens capable to withstand evil and tyranny, and to say, “NO!”and
that have the ability and power to exercise the freedom that God has given them, and the natural right
to say, “NO!” when they have to, especially when they're now starting to bring it on.
Folks, we are living in such an incredible time, but be excited.
The storms are coming: there are two types of people.
1: “Storms are coming!”
-“OH! Storms are coming!!!!!” Okay!
2: “Storms are coming!”
He says, “Okay! Let's get ready! Let's get ready!”
And when the storm’s here, “Let's GO! Baby, let's go!”There's that kind of person!
Which one do you think God wants you to be, America? Remember who you are!
Let’s all pray!

Pastor Sean’s Prayer
Father God, we thank You for this beautiful day. We thank You for all the things that You're doing.
Lord, we know that even in the midst of this darkness, as the storm is coming and the clouds are
rolling, You are raising up a new generation of warriors like king Leonidas and the 300 who said, “Yes,
we will all be wiped out and KILLED, but we will stand and defend this country to the last one!”
Dear God, that kind of spirit, that kind of unconquerable spirit comes from YOU because that is what
You DID against Satan and the enemy; that's what you did against all the adulteressness and
licentiousness that he produced as he destroyed Your initial family of Adam and Eve and Your
children and all the civilizations that they could have created in YOUR image.
NO! But God, You stood and You were patient and You were vigilant and You raised up the next
generation and You worked with humanity so that Christ could come. And even though the
faithlessness of the people led to the death of Christ, through that the redemption and the spiritual
salvation could be gained, and now after that 2,000 years of biblical history You bestowed physical
redemption, PHYSICAL salvation upon humanity through our True Parents and the Blessing.
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Now we regained sovereignty, regained kingship, regained priesthood and stand with You to protect
Your civilization. STRONG males and females, STRONG men and women of God rising up against
the ugliness, against the wickedness, against licentiousness, against adultery and broken families,
against all the manipulations of Satan and saying, “NO!
We are the Kingdom of God!
We are His children!
We are those who are cast for this time as chosen people, to protect humanity and civilization and
We will DO our job.
We will HOLD the line and
We will be brave and courageous, because we know that in the end it's not us, but it's the power of the LIVING
God who brought the children of Israel out of Egypt and through the deserts and back to the Promised Land that
stands with us TODAY!”
It is the power of Jesus that was resurrected on Sunday morning that stands with us TODAY! And
that same power that raised him from the dead is the same power that can stand with America if we
repent and come to our senses and come back to You.
Becoming godly again,
Seeking Your justice again,
Seeking Your truth again;
Being brave and courageous,
Standing up against the wickedness and unrighteousness and
Being the sons and daughters that You desire us to be.
Father God, we are repentful for all the things that we've allowed to happen as a country. We didn't
do it by our own decisions and we know that there's an enemy within, but we stood idly BY and that
time must come to an end as we are facing an EXISTENTIAL crisis as a country and geopolitically as a
world.
Let Your people AROUND the world be touched with Your Holy Spirit; set those brush fires in the
hearts and minds of men!
Let them
STAND in this animated contest of liberty and
STAND for human rights,
STAND for natural rights;
STAND for GOD- endowed freedoms that are given to us not by government but by the Creator of the
universe “Our Father who art in heaven."
We pray every day: “Thy Kingdom come; Thy Will be done on earth as it is heaven.”
We give You the praise, glory and honor with all the kingship lines that are gathered here today with
Your Three Generation Kingships, and we pray in Your precious name. Amen! Amen! And Aju!
God bless you, folks! Let's praise Him today! Amen!

